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Igniting Thoughts
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  IBS®: The quickest connection between thought 
and successful shot. 
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Focus on Balance
 F3 Balancer System

The barrel balancer 

Triplex Bore Design
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Focus on Balance
 

The F3 - due to its unique balance system – is the only pre-
mium shotgun that is the perfect companion, no matter what 

shooting style the shooter prefers. Be it Swing-through, Pull-
away, Sustained-lead or Move-Mount-Shoot. 

The Balancer-System
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Smooth Operator
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Reliable   Partnership
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Reliable   Partnership
 In the past decades Blaser has set new safety standards in  In the past decades Blaser has set new safety standards in 

shotgun and rifl e technology: Blaser safety systems think shotgun and rifl e technology: Blaser safety systems think shotgun and rifl e technology: Blaser safety systems think 
ahead, anticipate operating mistakes and protect sportsman ahead, anticipate operating mistakes and protect sportsman ahead, anticipate operating mistakes and protect sportsman 

and companion in the best possible way – even when unexpect-and companion in the best possible way – even when unexpect-and companion in the best possible way – even when unexpect-
ed incidents occur. The F3 Safety combines trigger safety with an ed incidents occur. The F3 Safety combines trigger safety with an ed incidents occur. The F3 Safety combines trigger safety with an 

innovative safety striker catch system: In the event of a sear break-innovative safety striker catch system: In the event of a sear break-innovative safety striker catch system: In the event of a sear break-
ing, knock or a fall the hammer is caught – no matter if the safety is ing, knock or a fall the hammer is caught – no matter if the safety is ing, knock or a fall the hammer is caught – no matter if the safety is 

engaged or not. engaged or not. 

The resistance of the entire F3 lock up system has been optimised with The resistance of the entire F3 lock up system has been optimised with The resistance of the entire F3 lock up system has been optimised with 
the Finite-Elements-Methode (FEM). The superior quality of its mechan-the Finite-Elements-Methode (FEM). The superior quality of its mechan-the Finite-Elements-Methode (FEM). The superior quality of its mechan-

ical parts is as uncompromising as its design. Ultramodern, computer-ical parts is as uncompromising as its design. Ultramodern, computer-ical parts is as uncompromising as its design. Ultramodern, computer-
controlled heat treatment processes such as the nitrocarburisation of the controlled heat treatment processes such as the nitrocarburisation of the controlled heat treatment processes such as the nitrocarburisation of the 

F3 action achieve outstanding resistance characteristics.F3 action achieve outstanding resistance characteristics.





F3 Competition Models



F3 20 and 28 Gauge







F3 SuperTrap





A new generation of Sporting gun



F3 Competition Sporting and 
F3 Competition Trap
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Natural Beauty 
   F3 Stock Wood Categories
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Exquisite Turkish Walnut refl ects the magic of naturally 
grown beauty. Nature itself forms the unique F3 wood that is 

perfected by expert hand.

9

10

11
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F3 Standard

F3 Luxus with Fine English Scroll

Design-Highlights
 Individual F3 Engravings F3 Luxus with game scenes

F3 Luxus with game scene engraving, right side

F3 Baronesse with game scene engraving, right side F3 Super Luxus with game scene engraving, right side
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Every game scene or Fine English Scroll represents a unique 
piece of art that creates a perfect harmony with the elegantly 

designed F3 system. The craftsmanship of our engravers brings 
the distinct profi le of a Blaser shotgun to perfection and turns 

it into a masterpiece of true shotgun culture.
 

F3

F3 Luxus

F3 Baronesse

F3 Super Luxus

      F3 Super Luxus

      F3 Baronesse
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The Fine Art of Engraving
Creative Sophistication

F3 Super Exclusive

  F3 Imperial
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The delicately defi ned silhouette of the F3 describes the 
impassioned perpetuation of an illustrious tradition of shot-

gun-making. Elaborate craftsmanship tempers a nostalgic 
solidarity to the mastery of building a fi ne shotgun. The sole 

refi ning of the F3 with select Turkish Walnut and engravings is 
an art form in itself.

F3 Exclusive

F3 Super Exclusive

F3 Imperial

F3 Exclusive
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Masterpieces

   F3 Custom Imperial “Duck Special Edition”: 
elaborate Bulino engravings and animals 
in gold on side plates, action base and 
top lever
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F3 Custom Imperial with Fine English Scroll

F3 Custom Imperial “Duck Special Edition”

  F3 Imperial with Fine English Scroll
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Hunting Art

 F3 Custom Imperial with elaborate engraving, 
gold inlays and jewel decorations
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F3 Custom Imperial Shotgun
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The Art of Engraving

 F3 Custom Imperial 
Masterly interpretations of leaf arabesques with 
sumptuous gold parts demonstrate craftsmanship in 
perfection. The unique impression of this engrav-

ing is caused by a carefully tooled and chased base, 
the famous “Basso relief”. Blaser proudly presents a 
genuine masterpiece by Creative Art.
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The Art of Engraving

 Goldinlays and other expressive ornamentation

 F3 Custom Imperial 
The expressive combination 
shows a game scene in gold, 
framed by a golden band and 
complemented by a distinctive 
interpretation of fi ne leaf 
arabesques.
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Artistic Interpretations
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Artistic Interpretations

F3 Custom Imperial „Quitte vom Rauen Busch“ 
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